his brief analysis focuses on only nine of the fifty annotations: for Vianey was interested solely in pointing out verifiable but previously unacknowledged Italian sources for Desportes's poems. Given the tenuous connection between some of these poems, it is not surprising that not all of these ''sources'' are noted in the most modern edition of Desportes's works, and indeed many of the French poems are noted to have a very different Italian source. Moreover, the references to poems by Marino cannot possibly be taken as an indication of Desportes's model, for the Italian's poetry was published after that of the Frenchman: the annotator is here merely pointing out an analogous passage. One might think that the annotations that are heavily crossed out perhaps indicate a change of heart regarding the source or analogue (though one does not know if the effacement was done by the original annotator or by a subsequent reader). But in several cases these paired poems are in fact very close indeed, making this hypothesis unlikely. Regardless of whether the annotation is effaced or not, it still might reveal a certain insight into how contemporary readers approached their reading of French poems through the plethora of Italian poetry available to them primarily through the Italian anthologies. There are, among these annotations, seven different categories of relationships established between the French and Italian poems. That is, the annotator has defined the relationship by writing () the poet's name alone; () the poet's name preceded by the command voy or ''see''; () the phrase imité de or ''imitated from''; () the phrase prins de or ''taken from''; () the long phrase ce sonnet est entierement pris de or ''this sonnet is entirely taken from''; () the phrase tiré de or ''drawn from''; and () the preposition del, meaning ''of,'' and the only annotation category presumably written in Italian.  The first two categories ¢ that is, those that give only the name of the poet or that instruct the reader to ''see' ' an Italian counterpart ¢ are by far the most numerous among the annotations. These clearly make the weakest claim of a relationship, one that does not necessarily imply any degree of ''indebtedness'' on the part of Desportes. Not surprisingly, it is here that we find the name of Marino, whose poems constitute not a source but simply an analogue to Desportes's lyrics. It is also here where modern editors most frequently posit a different poem as a possible source and do not mention the poem signaled by our annotator. A case in point is Avoir pour toute guide (Hippolyte ), where the Lyonnais annotator informs the reader to ''see Pietro Barignano'' while Desportes's modern editors find here an imitation of a poem by Bernardo Rota, Viver' altrui.  But the lack of an explicit avowal of imitation on the part of the annotator does not always entail a weak relationship between the French sonnet and its Italian parallel. For it is sometimes the case that Desportes has in fact closely imitated the noted model, even if such a close imitation is not explicitly asserted by the annotator. Such is the case, for example, with the poem Soucy chaud (Hippolyte ), where the annotator simply writes the words «Gio. Della Casa son » signaling a sonnet which modern editors and readers have found to be a very close model indeed for the French text.  On the other hand, the annotations that explicitly allege a deliberate imitation on the part of Desportes are fairly rare and amount to only / of the pairings. Only three poems are designated with the strongest assertion that the sonnet is ''entirely taken'' from an Italian source (namely, Tansillo, Amalteo, and B. Tasso) , though one of these annotations ¢ referring to Amalteo ¢ has been subsequently very heavily crossed out and is barely legible. Three additional poems are listed as being ''imitated from'' di Costanzo, Guidiccioni and Molza; two others are noted as being ''taken from'' di Costanzo and yet another from Sannazaro; one is noted as being ''drawn from'' Caro, and still another is noted to be ''of'' Berni. These eleven texts are doubtless among the poems that bear the most striking formal resemblance to their Italian model, most often by having the same thematic development throughout and frequently by echoing the incipit in some fashion or recalling specific imagery and rhyme words. There is simply no good accounting for these discrepancies. It is not the fact, for example, that any of the poems contained in this volume was wrongly attributed to Sannazaro or that the poems by Caro, Guidiccioni, and Coppetta were attributed to another poet whose name does appear in the tavola. One can conclude only that, as was often the case in the Giolito anthologies themselves that are replete with mistaken attributions, identifying the authors of these poems was not a high priority for the editor of the Rencontre. Indeed, had it been so, one would have expected the names of the poets to appear on each page. Instead, these poems are presented as if they were anonymous products, precisely as they often appear on the pages of the Italian anthologies which, with the singular exception of the Fiori, did not print headers with the names of the poets on every page. The effect of this typographical layout is that, in flipping through the pages of any anthology volume, one can read a poem without necessarily knowing by whom it was written. Even when reading the poems page by page in sequence, a reader could easily forget the name of the author, particularly one with a very large selection of poems in the anthology. Ironically, the only authors who are spared this sense of anonymity are those mostly amateur (and frequently mediocre) poets who had only a single poem or two printed in the volume, which would naturally appear immediately after their name. Thus, in the way it deals with the names of the Italian poets ¢ by its table listing the poets in alphabetical order by first name, by its lack of headers on every page assigning the poem to a single author, and by the way it sometimes fails to credit poems to their rightful authors ¢ the Rencontre mirrors many of the publishing idiosyncrasies of the Italian anthologies. But another feature to consider in evaluating this volume is the arrangement of the poems within the collection, and it is here that perhaps the most interesting aspects of the Rencontre come to light. The ordering of poems in this text appears, at first glance, to be random, for the texts clearly do not follow the alphabetical order of the introductory When referring to works other than the anthologies, the annotator usually gives the poem number rather than page number, making it impossible to determine which edition he (or she) was using.
. It is possible that the annotator might have meant to write the preposition «dal», meaning ''from'', but didn't realize that ''of'' and ''from'' are rendered differently in Italian as they are not in French. Indeed, given the occasional misspellings that occur in the notes (e.g., «sonnetto» for ''sonnet'' or ''sonetto'') , it is fairly clear that the annotator was a native speaker of French who dabbled in Italian and was sometimes confused by similarly spelled words. But, in this case, the preposition «del» is most likely part of the Italian title of the work to which the annotator is referring, «La Caccia d'amore del Bernia». . Vianey, misreading the notation as «» not «», saw here a reference to Guidiccioni's poem Fidi specchi, though he admits this would be a very distant imitation.
. Vianey acknowledges Tebaldeo  as a source but does not mention #, which was also noted in the Lyonnais annotations.
. Vianey claims that this sonnet is a translation of Tebaldeo's poem # (actually #), A vostra posta, which it does indeed resemble, especially at the pointe. However, # is related thematically to that poem, forming part of a longer series in the collection, and thus bears some similarities to Diverses Amours #, as suggested by the Lyonnais annotator.
APPENDIX TWO
List of poems and their Italian counterparts in Rencontre. An asterisk (*) signals that there are significant variant in other anthology editions for this source.
